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I1.1.2 Remote imaging report
Les Champs Jouault site is an active center of waste treatment located in the Commune of Cuves, south
of Manche Region, France. It is operational since April 6, 2009 and it is authorized to collect and treat
an annual tonnage of 75000 tons. Its activities are divided in four areas: harvest and sort industrial
waste, valorize recyclable materials and ensure treatment of non-hazardous final waste.
The site is planned to be divided in several waste deposits or cells -each spreading across more than
5000 m2- equipped with a leachate recirculation system and operated as a bioreactor. The operating
rate is about a cell exploited and closed after one year. In addition to the sort and valorization of waste
and biogas, Les Champs Jouault also recovers rainwater and creates a wetland to support biodiversity.
A recent aerial view of the site (2017) is presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Extension of Les Champs Jouault landfill (red) and planned delimitation of cells zone (yellow), general aerial view
from 2017. Image from Institut National géographique et forestière (IGN), France.
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The plan of the cells extension is shown in Figure 2. The cells are filled progressively starting in the
southeast (cell 1). They are about 50 m wide per 100 m long for a thickness of wastes between 10 and
17 m. Information available from 2014 indicates that cells 1, 2, 3 and 4 are mostly composed by
industrial waste (60.7%, 47.2%, 42.4% and 43% respectively); although they also host residual
household wastes and bulky wastes among others. Recyclable materials are supposed to be removed
by waste providers. Cells 1-4, 7-10 and 13 have been already filled and they are now closed (indicated
by orange polygons, Fig. 2), cell 14 is currently being filled (likely until the end of 2018) and cell 5 is
ready although there is still no waste in it.
The waste deposited in each compartment is sealed with a geomembrane combined with a 0.5 m
bentonite layer to ensure that no leachate can reach the geological host. One piezometer per cell is
used to show water saturation within the waste body. For the recirculation, leachate is injected
approximately every 3 months through horizontal tubes grouted over a length of 6-8 m.

Figure 2: Original cell division plan of unknown date. Yellow limits are referred to the planned cells to be filled and cells 1-4,
7-10 and 13 (limited by orange polygons) have been filled.

The waste disposal started in April 2009 with the exploitation of cell 1. To analyze the evolution of the
site, six aerial views ranging from 2009- 2017 are displayed in in Figure 3. Figure 3A shows an image
from 2009 before the installation of Les Champs Jouault, herein most of the site is composed of natural
soil and green areas for agricultural use. An aerial view from 2010 is shown in Figure 3B where at least
cells 1 and 2 begun to be filled; the main building, the leachate and rainwater containers are also visible
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from this moment. Figure 3C shows an aerial view from 2012 when cells 1-5, 7, 8 and 10 were partially
filled and more paths are built along the site. In Figures 3D, 3E and 3F corresponding to 2015, 2016
and 2017 respectively, changes concern the exploitation of cells 9, 13 and 14 and the use of the land
further east. In 2016, the site suffered several structural changes (see for example the covering layers
possibly due to the expansion and filling processes). Note the presence of a zone of silo in all images,
westwards of the planned cells area. This zone is related to former agricultural activities.

Figure 3: Evolution of Les Champs Jouault site. Images from A) 2009, B) 2010, C) 2012, D) 2015, E) 2016 and F) 2017.

According to the geological and hydrogeological reconnaissance, the site is characterized by a siltysandy loam (light brown loess) and shales with different alteration facies.
Figure 4 shows a digital model of elevation (DEM) from 2017 provided by the Institut Géographique
National (IGN) spatial resolution of 25 m. The natural topography of the landfill consists in a smooth
slope increasing northwards. To visualize this, we provide two topographic profiles, N-S and NW-SE
(Figs. 5-6) taken from the DEM indicated in Figure 4. The poor resolution of the available DEM and the
lack the temporal evolution of topography do not allow to estimate the volume concerned by the
landfill activities.
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Figure 4: Digital elevation model from 2017 with the site extension (red), the cells are (yellow) and the two topographic
profiles (displayed in Figs. 5 and 6 - black).

Figure 5: Topographic model for the profile oriented north-south in the DEM
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Figure 6: Topographic model of profile oriented northwest-southeast in the DEM

Finally, NERC and ULiege visited Les Champs Jouault on August 28, 2017 for a reconnaissance visit.
Some pictures are presented below regarding the vegetation, some biogas extraction components in
surface, paths, etc. (Figs. 7-9).

Figure 7: View from compartment 4 towards compartment 3, 2 and 1 (northeast).
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Figure 8: Southeast corner from compartment 4, view towards northwest direction

Figure 9: Northwest edge of compartments 2 and 3 (view towards northeast)
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Feel free to contact us.
Local contact details:
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